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Massachusetts is facing a statewide transportation crisis. With derailments and delays 
on the MBTA, inadequate regional transit in communities across the state, deteriorating 
roads and bridges, and Greater Boston’s worst-in-the-nation traffic, residents are feeling 
the pain from the Berkshires to the Cape. In many places, insufficient infrastructure for 
cyclists and pedestrians causes unsafe conditions and discourages active 
transportation. Our transportation system is bad for the climate and public health, and is 
now the largest source of air pollution in the Commonwealth. Rather than creating 
economic opportunity, our inequitable transportation is often an obstacle.  
 
Fortunately, there are solutions. As the state legislature takes up this important issue in 
the coming days, the Transportation for Massachusetts coalition supports bold action to 
address the transportation crisis. In particular, we urge the legislature to consider the 
following solutions: 
 

● Increase the state gas tax by 25 cents to generate urgently needed revenue 
for statewide investments in roads, bridges and public transportation, including 
Chapter 90 for local roads. Offset impacts  on lower-income drivers with 
corresponding tax credits and reduced transit fares. 

 
● Adopt the proven tool of congestion pricing on our most congested highways. 

Protect lower income drivers  with discounts and/or exemptions. 
 

● Charge a fair fee of 6.25% on Lyft and Uber trips, with a discount for shared 
rides. Use revenue to solve transportation gaps  in under-served communities. 

 
● Pass regional ballot initiative and value capture legislation, giving cities and 

towns tools to raise money to fund local and regional projects. Fund a state 
match for communities that pass regional ballot initiatives, and build in racial 
and socioeconomic equity  as a criteria to receive state funding.  

 
● Advance the Transportation & Climate Initiative to curb greenhouse gas 

emissions and raise money for transportation improvements. Invest TCI funds in 
communities underserved by transit and overburdened by air pollution. 
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Policies and Progress  
for Massachusetts’s Transportation System

Massachusetts is facing a transportation crisis. From 
MBTA derailments, to inadequate regional transit, to 
the nation’s worst traffic congestion, the status quo 
is not working for residents and businesses. The 
Transportation for Massachusetts (T4MA) coalition 
supports a set of strategic policies to address 
the Commonwealth’s problems. These must be 
implemented in ways that promote socioeconomic, 
racial, environmental, and geographic equity. In 
particular, these policies should be paired with 
programs that mitigate cost increases for low-
income households, using tools such as exemptions 
and credits. The Legislature should also continue to 
advance the Fair Share Amendment to create a 
more progressive tax structure.

Roads, Bridges, and  
Transit Statewide  
are in Poor  
Condition

Cities & Towns Do Not  
Have Enough Tools  
to Fund Local  
Projects

Transportation is  
a Major Source  
of Climate and  
Air Pollution

80+ Million Annual  
Uber/Lyft Trips  
Clogging Roads

Nation’s Worst  
Traffic Congestion

POLICY: 

Increase the State Gas Tax  
by 25¢ / Gallon

PROGRESS:

• Improve Road and Bridge  
Maintenance Statewide 

• Invest in MBTA and RTA Service 

• Increase Funding for Local Roads 
(Chapter 90) 

POLICY: 

Advance and Adopt a Robust 
and Equitable Transportation  
& Climate Initiative

PROGRESS:

• Fund Climate/Weather  
Resiliency Projects

• Fund Enhanced Transit, Walking,  
and Biking Options Statewide

•  Create a “Mass Save for Vehicles” 
Program to Provide Rebates and 
Incentives for Cleaner Vehicles

POLICY: 

Enact 6.25% Fee on Uber/Lyft 
Trips, with Discount for  
Shared Rides 

PROGRESS:

• More Shared Trips

• Fund Local and State  
Transportation Projects 

POLICY: 

Congestion Pricing on  
Highways Within Route 128

PROGRESS:

• Significantly Reduce Congestion  
with a Proven Method

• Fund Regional Rail

• Fund Enhanced Regional and  
Local Bus Service 

POLICY: 

Pass Regional Ballot  
Initiatives & Value Capture

PROGRESS:

• Give Voters More Say in  
Transportation Projects

• Fund Local and Regional  
Projects Statewide 

 t4ma.org/progress



Working Toward A Progressive Policy Package
Mitigate Price Increases  •  Ensure New Revenues are Spent Progressively  •  Target Air Quality Improvements

In addition to the Fair Share Amendment, 
T4MA supports a set of five policies for 
legislative action during the 2019-2020 
session. 

The transportation status quo is inequitable, 
with low-income communities burdened 
by long commutes, poor neighborhood air 
quality, and often few transportation options. 
While fees and taxes assessed on users can 
help fix this, they should be balanced with 
other measures to limit negative impacts 
and maximize benefits to low-income 
households. This document complements 
T4MA’s five policies with ideas to build a 
more progressive policy package.

POLICY: 

Pass Regional Ballot  
Initiatives & Value Capture

POLICY: 

Advance and Adopt a Robust 
and Equitable Transportation  
& Climate Initiative

POLICY: 

Increase the State  
Gas Tax by 25¢ / Gallon

POLICY: 

Enact 6.25% Fee on Uber/Lyft 
Trips, with Discount for  
Shared Rides 

POLICY: 

Congestion Pricing  
on Highways Within  
Route 128

COMPLEMENTARY POLICIES:

• Raise the state’s Earned  
Income Tax Credit to protect  
low-income workers from fuel  
price increases

• Increase and dedicate funding  
for Regional Transit Authorities  
and the MBTA

• Roll-back the MBTA’s 2019 fare 
increase, pilot “fare free” RTAs, 
and fund low-income transit fares 
statewide

T4MA participates in the  
MA TCI Table which has not  
yet supported specific recommendations.  
But policymakers should consider:

COMPLEMENTARY POLICIES:

• Dedicate TCI funds to investments that 
prioritize communities underserved 
by transit and overburdened by air 
pollution

• Commit TCI funds to MBTA + RTAs 

• Develop a “MassSave for Vehicles”, 
with programs for low-income families

• Include rebates or credits for  
low-income households

COMPLEMENTARY POLICY:

• Use the proceeds of an  
updated fee on TNCs to fill  
critical gaps in public transportation 
that leave low-income workers and 
others with few options except Uber 
and Lyft trips

COMPLEMENTARY POLICIES:

• Provide low-income drivers  
discounts or full exemptions  
from tolling costs

• Offer multi-modal transportation credits 
that can be used for tolls, transit fares, 
cycling, etc.

• Support a low-income fare program 
on the commuter rail to further enable 
alternatives to driving during peak hours

• Fund significant improvements to 
commuter and local bus service in 
corridors benefiting from congestion 
pricing

COMPLEMENTARY POLICY:

• Fund a progressive state  
match that builds in racial  
and socioeconomic equity as  
criteria for the level of state funding 
provided to communities that pass 
Regional Ballot Initiatives.

Read the full document and companion pieces at: t4ma.org/progress

http://www.t4ma.org/progress
http://t4ma.org/progress

